YOUNG HYGIENIST AWARD
MIHA ICE 2018  |  #mainstreamingIH

WHAT IS YOUNG HYGIENIST AWARD?
Industrial Hygiene is a growing profession that actively involved in the prevention of worker related ill health. Globally, Industrial Hygienists are recognized for their contribution to control health risks.

Recognizing Young Hygienist talent in the field of Industrial Hygiene is important to sustain the growth of the profession. With this in mind, MIHA is pleased to announce for the first time, we will recognize our Young Hygienist at the upcoming MIHA ICE 2018.

ELIGIBILITY
- ActiveFull and Associate MIHA member who are currently in practice
- The applicant must be below 40 years old on the 31st December of the award application.

MIHA EXPECTATION
- We aspire to present the award to the best candidates demonstrating his / her strong aspiration towards his / her own Industrial Hygiene growth, and impart the positive values and changes to others in the society.
- The candidates should have the courage, confident and uphold expected work ethics to represent MIHA at selected national or international conference or meetings.

APPLICATION PROCESS
1. Submission
   - Email the completed form with the following documents to admin@miha2u.org by 18th September 2018
   - Comprehensive Curriculum Vitae
   - Academic qualifications and certificates of training courses attended
   - Employment details and work experience specific to Industrial Hygiene
   - One written report with examples of your major contribution in the Industrial Hygiene professional work
   - An essay “My Commitment to Mainstream Industrial Hygiene”

2. Review
   - A board of Award Review Committee consisting of Industrial Hygiene Professionals and DUSH officers

3. Result Notification
   - The successful applicant will be notified in writing by the President of the MIHA and the recipient will be presented with an inscribed memento at the Annual MIHA Conference Dinner.
   - Notification date: 10th October 18

PRIZE
The successful recipient of this prestigious Award will be honored with the following:
- Represent MIHA and stand a chance to receive South East Asian Region AIHX Conference Attendance Support Package, where he / she will be attending the AIHX Conference in Melbourne, Dec 2018 on a fully sponsored trip.
- Be awarded with Certificate of Recognition and Plaque during the MIHA ICE 2018 Anniversary Dinner. He / she will be given a 30-minute presentation slot.
- Attend one MIHA Signature Program in 2019
- Publish his / her article in MIHA website and one of the quarterly publications

- The quality of the report
- The degree of innovation it exhibits.
- The significance of the contribution it makes in the field of Industrial Hygiene, for instance gas / vapor / particulate detection / respiratory protection.
- The part played by the applicant in the performance of the work and the presentation of results.
- The reports preferably should include the in-depth examination of specific contaminants in the workplace outlining the phases of recognition, evaluation of the extent of exposure and the suggested / implemented control strategy.
- The essay should contain the following:
  - Why am I worthy for the award?
  - What is my present role?
  - What the future of Industrial Hygiene should looks like in Malaysia?
  - What will I do to make it happen?

Submission Deadline: 18th September 2018
Please email your application to admin@miha2u.org